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PRESENT AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISHUCATION'RESEARCH
.,'",-. : ':,.' : Schedule ..

...1, ,. . 0 _
;

- c .. ..
,November 23 .. .

.
..-

*8:30 Wicome -and Introductory Remarks, C. R. Kline, Jr. and

-- A, J. yanior presiding ,

8:45-11:00 Language Development and the Acquisition of Literacy

Consultant:Prof. RitdBraUse, For tam" University

Pavers?-
Diane V. Bewell ind'§finley B. Straw, "Language Awareness and Schooling:

. What =Do Chtldren Know-About he Language They Use in School?" ,

Mary Epes, Carolyn Kirkpatrick and Michael Southwell, "Towards

Model of Language Processes UnderlyTfig Literacy."

,Anh Bayer, "Teachers-Talking to .Learn."

11:00-1:00 LUNCH
I A'

V-

1:00-4:00 Language Development ,and theRoleof Talk as a Foundation for

linguistic Growth

Consultant: Prof.- John MayherT-New York University

Papers:

a

%
Anne Haas Dyson,.:"The_Role of Oral Language. in Early Writing ProcaseS."

Anthony Pelligrini, "The DevelOpment of Preichoolers!_04scourse Skills

, in a Dyadic Context."
"..

....:.
- ,g.

Anne Ruggles Gere, "Writing. -to Learn in the HUmabities'."
. ....

4:00=5:00 ,Disoussion

November 24
9:00-11:00 "Reading Growth and Development

Consultant. Prof. Rob Tierney, Univeiiiity-:of_qlinois

Papers:, '

Diane E. DeFord, "Instructional Effect on Reading DeVel-4Meht&
Lee GAda, "The.DeVelopment of the Comprehension of

Sandra Stotsky,\"A Review of Research on the Relationship Between -

Reading and-Writing: Directions for Future Research:"

11:00-11:45 Discussion

11:45-1:00 LUNCH

1:00-3:30 Writing Growth and Development

Consultant: Prof. William Smith, University of Pittsburgh

?gPfT.f.;
fOrMriting.Course Ev.alliatioff."

Sarah W. Freeman, "Student Characteristics and Writing Performance."

Glynda Hull, Deborah Arnowitz, and William,Smith, "Interrupting

Visual Feedback in Writing."

3:30-4:00 Discussion

4:00-4:30 Summing UpWhere have we been Where are we? Where may we go?

Consultants: Prof. A. Applebee, Stanford UniVersity -

Prof. Anthony, Petrosky (Ch. Standing Committee on

Research), University ofPittiburgh

There will be a/coffee break in each morning and each afternoon session.
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,Members of theSubcommittee Directing Workshop

.Arthur N. ApplAee University_ of London)
Associate Professor; Stanford. University, School of Education, Stanford,

9, California.'
Mr. ApPlebee's'major publications include Tradition_and Reform in_the
Teaching of-English, A -Child'S Concept of Story, and Writing in the-

Secondary School.

Rita S. ,Brause:(Ed.D., Nev York University)
o

Associate Professor, Graduate School'of Education, Fordham University,
New York,410,r-York.
Ms, Brause is a Visiting Scholar this year at Harvard ,University. Her

present research includes an NIE funded ethnographic study of children's
comprehension of teacher directives in three bilingual classrooms. She

is interested-iii the relationship-,between linguistic theory AS it informs.

-and is informed. by psycholinguistic and sociolilguittic issues, parti-
cularly as they are related to educational concerns including cognitive
development, linguistic competence, and communicative competence
evidenced. in spoken.anchgritteh language modes:.

James L. Collins (Ed.D., University "Of'illdssachusetts,at Amherst)
Assistant Professor, Department of Instruction, State Uni-versity of

New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New Yok:
Mr. Collins has investigated developmental and instructional relation=
ships between talking and writing. He is presently studying the

'development of referential adequacy in student-writing.

Aennah:J. Kantor (Ph.D., Stanford University)
Associate Professor, Department of Language Education, The University

of 'Georgia, Athens, Georgia.
Coordinator of the Research in Colnposition Network (RCN) and editor

, of thPRCN Newsletter, Mr. Kantor is Associate Editor-of Research in

the Teaching of English. Kantor_has published in Language Arts,
Ehglish-Journal, English Education, and Research in the Teaching of
English; his, special interests include the theory and 'history of

curriculum and research_in composition.

P
Charles R. Kline, Jr.'(Ph.D., University of North.Carolina)

Associate Profesior, Department of Curriculum and Instruction, The

University of Texas, Austin, Texas,
Mr. Kline's present work includes a documentary study of,the influence

of Greek rhetoric-on Christian faith as evidenced in the New Testament
and-a study of the laterOevoked responses in the cortical and sub-

cortical structures of thebrain.

John .64 Mayher (Ed.D., Harvard University)
Visiting Associate Professor, Department of English, The University of

ArizOna, Tucson,. Arizona.
Mr. Mayher's present work includes directing the Learning to Write/
Writing to Learn Outreach Program of the University of Arizona which
is designed to help ,the secondary school teachers of ArilzOna improve
the teaching of writing both in English -classes and acrrs the curri-

-tulum.
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Anthony Petrosky (Ph.D., SUNYBdffaZo)
-Associate Professor of,English Education, University of Pittsburgh
Author, poet, publisher,-Mr. Petrosky is Chairman of the Standing
Committee on Research, NCTE.

William L. Smith (Ph.D., Florida. State 'University)
Associate Professor of English and Director of the University

Writing Workshop, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Professor Smith's research has focussed on written composition at
various grade levels, examining students' ability to-manipulate
syntactic structures, the effects- of audience specification and
other cuesm and variables affecting syntax, error, and quality.
His publications have appeared in such journals as Research in
the Teaching of English, English Journal, and Journal of Experimental
Education.

Rob Tierney,(Ph.D.,Vnivereity of Georgia) .4

Associate Professor,. College of Education, Harvard University,
CimbridgeMassachusetts'._ ,4

Dr. Tierney's-present work Includes research onrAdarning how to
learn.from text and several studies-exampling reading comprehension,

from the perspective oT. planned based analyses of authOr's intentions.
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Diane V: Bewell
Stanley B. Straw,

Language Awareness and Schooling: What Do
Children Know About- the Language They Use in School?

- The purpose of this study was to gather data concerning the nature

and - development of young children's language concepts and howthat is .

',.'`related to common-Syntactic patterns, educational eXiertInce, and seX.

PreviouS research findings indidate that young child:en do mot often

understand or use the terminology employed in instruction, such as "word",

"print" or "letter". Researchers have also found a relationship between.

knowledge or awareness of terminology and the ability'tb use language,

particularly in a reading context. Research results on awareness of

. syntactic structures indiCates that as children become older, their aware-
.

ness.ofform classes and form.class use become greatefand is significantly

reidted,to their ability to use words effectively in different syntactic

sItlationa. Results have further indicated that young children show

'little aWareness of the lexical identity of words, and es they grow, older

and gain greater educational experience, they exhibit awareness of and

control over the - syntactic structures they hear and,produce.

Writers have suggested that language awareness is highly related to.

cognitive development and, thereby, related to language learning. Bewell

and Straw (1981) have drawn the following overall conclusion, from their

review of the literature in language awareness:

*there is strong evidence to suggest that a relationship exists between

the development of metalinguistic awareness and language learning. It seems

thatjeadiness,for beginning reading instruction is related to a certain

leyel of metalinguistic awareness, which, in turn, seems to reflect cog-

nitive_development. .. the,teacher in structuring instructional activi-

ties.is aware of the implications of the concept of metalinguistic aware-

ness, then it would seem that both cognitive and linguistic growth could

be facilitated, leading to increased ability or performance in language,

;I



The present study investigated children's responses to a spoken word

boundary identification task; children were assessed on their ability

to identify a word as a separate unit, in speech and their performance

was analyzed-according to sex, educational experience, and the type of

syntactic structures used. A quantitative analysis indicated that

between children in nursery school, kindergarten, and grade one, ability

to identify words was significantly different. Grade one students demon-7

.strated an almost adult-like performance on all but one syntactic structure;

kindergarten, students demonstrated a more adult-like performance than

nursery school children. When the data were analyzed-by sew, it became

apparent that girls performed better,(that is, more adult -like) than boys

only at-the 'kindergarten level.

Different syntactic structures seemed to affect performance of all

students., 'Seven sentence patterns observable in all subjects' spontaneous

siedch werepresented to the students.in the task. After analysis,_the

data indicated that one syntactic structure (Noun-Auxiliary-Verb) seemed

to be perceived in an adult-like manner by nearly all subjects. An

analysis of how subjects groups words into unit followed: every possible

combination of units was investigated and the most frequently used were

studied.
. _

The final conclusions of the study were: (1) Nursery school and kinder-

garten students do not have an adult-like concept of spoken word boundar-

ies, but, by the time children 'have experiences one year of formal schooling,

they have developed an adult-like concept of the discrete nature of mono-

syllabic words; (2)There is a growth in the adult -like, concept of spoken
. .

word boundaries from nursery school to kindergarten to grade one. Some

growth soccurs prior to the introduction of reading instruction. (3) Boys

and girls differ from one another in their concepts of spoken word boun-
,.

daries only at the kindergarten level. (4) 4 growing sense of "wordness"

seems to cause kindergarten and grade one children to classify the sound

morpheme Ira as a word. (5) Young children do not seem to perceive articles

as being discrete words. (6) Young children frequently do not percieve

prepositions as being discrete words. (7) The syntactic pattern, noun/

auxilliary/monsyllabic main verb, seems to be perceived in an adult-like
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imanner earlier than any of the other syntactic patterns investigated..
-r ..

a

ImpiicatiOns forethe claggipom might indlude:, .(1) Teachers need to
, ';A" .. . .

become aware*ttiat'many,children" who OVe completed kindergarten do not
..,

. v.
he an-adult-like tonct of spokeri*.word boundaries, and that initial,

4, -,.

reading-instruction that (I\des not take this into account may place an
:obstadle- in the chits. way 'to successful reading achievement. (2)-+

. . .-;.. / ,,,,

knowledge abilut word bounaary, identificationtachievement of a _child may__

aid a teacterl'in evaluating the language development of- the child. z 4

t ,

.

(3) kiPets and publishers of materials_fpr beginning reading instruction

'ihotild be tade,aware of the eas with whichIchildren.process certain

. syntactic patterns and the difficulty lath which they pr6cess others;
.

0

this knowledge could be used to-develop psycholinguisticalli sound in-

structional materials. (4) Reading readiness activities which encourage

he development of awareness of spoken word boundaries should be de-

signed and. incorporated into beginning reading programs.

The concept of metalinguisti.c awareness in young children is new,-and

at time, confusing. It seems that language learning and Cognitive develop-
__

ment are closely related, but the exact mature of that.relationship is

unclear. One of the -ways in which-the two .ay be related is through
._

the construct of Metalinguistic awareness. If this is the case, then
_ 0

<'
additional research needs to be done so that the construct can be clearly.

identified and instructional methods developed for incorporating the

development of instruction in metalinguistiC awareness into the goals

of a complete language arts curriculum.

The present study has indicated how children perceive words in the

stream of speech in certain linguistic contexts and traced the growth of

children's perceptions of words in speech.in-those contexts over the

three years from nursery school to grade one. The conclusions shed .

sone-light on how children group language and respond to the spoken

language they are exposed to and are obliged to process in school.
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Mary Epes
Carolyn Kirkpatrick.:
Michael Southwell

TOWARDS A MODEL OF LANGUAGE-PROCESSES UNDERLYING LITERACY

No research can as yet satisfactorily explain the phenomenon of the

basic, writer. It is baffling that young adults, who have passed through
:a

twelve years of schooling, can arrive in college manifesting such gross

difficulties with the written language. And error persists as a disabling

problem for these students, even after they have completed several college

writing courses. To understand the persistence of error, and t47make current

basic writing pedagogics more effective, we need a clearer UndekStanding

- %,
t...

.

of the relationship of dialect (spoken language) to grapholect (standard

,written English).

Psycholinguists have develobed models of the reading p;ocess which
v;

help explain this relationship. As they point out; the yritten langtage is
,- O

a visual code for representing meaning,_a code which essentially depends
-11-)

, A

upon4the,spoken language, but is mot identical to it. The process-of read-
. .

inq includes lSoth decoding (translating written symbols into language) and

comprehension (translating written syfols into meaning). But only develop=

ing readers give conscious attention tp decoding - -that is, to the process

of translating written symbols into words. For practiced readers, written

Englithalthough alphabetic--soon becoies ideographic; words are grasped

.t
as wholes, and do not need to be sounded out. Practiced readers attend

directly to meaniing,-and are only subliminally aware of code.

The decoding /comprehension distinction helps clarify the parallel

distinction in the writing process between composing (controlling meaning
ti

in writing) and encoding (controlling the visual symbols which represent

meaning on the page). Just as developing readers' weaknesses in decoding

,i.nterfere_with comorehension, developing writers' weaknesses in encoding

6



Jr'
amPer them in.ghe expression'of meaning. And-writ?ng seems to place

-t /- -

.even-heaViek%deifndt on. learners than-reading-does.' As beginning *cars

,

a 2%

ilb develop-secepti've competence in the,-writtehlanguage, their main tasks
...._.

, - -,,...-r

, 4,- ,,%f-,-_ t,,,:,.
- _ , .

.. v.:$

learning to subsume formS,' to meaning. But as beginning writers develop_
z.;

. r'...-4
Ve:-4..... ,

r oductive compete nce,
.

t"they mat briattiv. ely
.

i:/olved,with both forMs and

:meanings;

.v. .._ -
ta

:meaningS. Because they,are
1
still wrestling.withorthographic conventions,

1 --. ;---
;1/4 'IL.;:' ,-

they often sUbvert'the,priority of meaning over code.' Attending'tO encoding_
.

prep,lems in the midsPrcomposing, tkey can lose track oftheieieaning,
4 ' f *.l.'

,6 . 4-
N..

_ 4;' 4 ' itN
and produce dyntactic snarls; It is ironic, however, that When reading, their ,. :1,

A;
A (A fe'

1 '
e

.. !p-

own writing, they, often read from the meanings in their,.heads and So db,not
-

t NI
t

.
even notice their deviations from the grapholect. This can make it extreme .'".;

...-,- - -----,-- 0 ;

,...
.

. 1\.''
4,,'.s ,,-

ly difficult_for'them to edit their-writng fox.!'cox.rettzlets:
, -

IS . ....:'
x , ..,4 ), . -irt ,..

,
The most acute problems with the orthographic systemt4mong developing

4.
-

I..
.., . .

1
.

.

writers are those t...hose of 7speakers.of nonstandard dialects. Studies in ESL and
4

t

in children's language acquisition help explain whyby_directing attention
v . . .

4 A . a

00.

.,,to the-profoundly significant distinction between acquired and learned lan-

'(

o
guage syst 'one's native.spoken language'is an.acquired system; campe-

2

.'fence in fs lexical,ICOyrtatciic, aridophonoOgical rules is not the result

cof-instruction,but of spontaneous acquisition. However, the written Ian-

-guage is learned sysei; itiis only thrOugh explicit instruction and

conscious practice that one Masters the orthographic conventions by which
.

meaning is represented in visualsymbols on the page. hen any aspect of

the, acquired system is in conflict with the systeM being learned, students

must not only learn a new way of representing meaning, but must also unlearn

aspects of the first system. To compound the problem, that which they Must

unlearn is held unconsciously. This makes devdloPing control over the



grapholectsespegiiily-difficUlt for basic writing students, virtually

all of whom speak some, nonstandard dialect of English,-perhaps BEV-or a

-dialect influenced by a foreign language. The differences between the eys-

em they have acqUired'and_the system-they are learning are much greater

for-them-than for speakers-pt standard dialect, particularly in the case of:

syntactic rules.

'rom these Underttandings-we have developed models of the relationship

between speech and writing as_ it obtains for both practiced and un]practiced-

writers, .especially-for learners who speak nonstandard dialects. These_

models illuminate sources -of -error in students! papers and suggest that
o-

basic'-writing pedagogies will become more effective when they take

the relationship between dialect and grapholect. Besides implica-

A' tions for fruitful Pedagogical experimentation, the insights-derived from

,_,bUr developing models may be able to give clearer-direction tb-two bodies"'

of research bearing on writing development: (1) studies of the influence

of nonstandard dialect on writing, and (2) error analysis in writing.

to

: -: -

n -

0
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BASIC. itITING TEXTS

'Its following papers by basic writing students illustrate: (1) the

difference between_ composing problemsand encoding problems, and (2) the

difference between two major sources of ,encoding problems, unfamiliarity

with the print code and the influence of nonstandard dialect.

TEXT 111 1

This paper has few encoding. errors, but, suggests that the writer

has severe problems with composing.

1-think-bringing:back the death penalty would reduce the murder
rate in New York City.. if a person' knows" he will beaeverely punished
for committing a crime he will be quite hesitant to-commit a orime., the

--death-penalty_ would redude the numbert of murders per year in New York
City bedause the desireto Til-teis-extrethely-strong. The death, penalty

jwould let people know that the justice system deals.sel.rereiy.withjettons-
Vhp commit serious crime*. I ,

h
If a peson-kneWsshe-it: ing-to-be-harshly_punished for doing some:-

thing, wrong he will think about' 'e harsh punishMent he will get if'he
does something that is, wrong. thinking about severe reprimandment is a

t
very- disdouraging factor,.

The death penalty would discourage people from-committing murders
because the desire of ailluman being to live is very intense. When some-
one -knowshe-Will be killed for committing a murder he will be very scared
and hesitant to commit amurder.

'Potential murderers would know the law deals severely with people
who commit serious crimes such as muder if the death penalty was brought
bSck., The presence of a strict disciplinary organization greatly dis-
ocurages7People-froM:,doing-wrongfuladtt The Use of:harsh-ruies is a
good-Way to-prevent people from hurting each other.

1
-.

1

1
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TEXT #.2

This paper reflects strong composing skills, :but seridus.problems

with encoding. All of_ita.many encoding errors are deviations from .

print-code,conventions. It contains,no,eirora in standard written English

Which can betracedto-theWriter's nonstandard dialect.

GrOwing up in South 'Carolina was verry happy but it also had its .

sad poinia. I was_bornim the rural area of south carolina. We were 12,
in our fatily: Mother4nd.dad wOrked-Share,crops with a- richl,man-WhOse.

name was Marsh. My eariy. ChildhOod wasspent-chasing,pigs, chickens and
cows. I enjoyed watching my older sisters milk cows and feed the pigs.
I-loVed.running through-the-clover COVerecivkields,and-fieldSof,wild
'ilowert., I also liked-PlaYing-imthe rain, it was st-D-tUah fun I would
jump from one mud pudle to .another and feel the mud between my toes. Cold
days were spent sitting in.the-Kitchen neer:the mood:burning -stove. Mother
all ways had something cooking are baking. .My world Was small but happy
and'beautifill.

I will neVer,forgetthedaumy beautiful world ended. Mother washed
for the:Marsh famely, she -had two baskets of laundry-, she-carred one on
toP-of her head and I -helped vith-the other. The Marsh famely lived, in
an old ,georgiiirmahsion, 4t .reminded me in later years of "Tharrow in
gone with the wind." As ;approached the house-I fealt like Alice in
,WOnder land. Mother sat. mson,a Milk stool near the back door while she
put the laundry away;-15170hilds7curic5sty-would-not_iett-this-
opportunity pass without exploring each room, each room that I ,explOted
Was more impressive then the others. In my little mind-I began to compare
this house with all its splendor to my house with its torn drapes and .

broken--windows. That day changed 'my whole life, never again would I see
Imaute in my-world: I was. only,sik-years old but I kneW,what poverty was.

1.

t

.,,"" 1,77:-.1'
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TEXT # 3'

this paper, written by a nonstandard dialect speaker, most of the

encoding errors suggest the direct influence of the writer's dialect.

-

Other errors are hYperCorreCtiona, arising out of the' onflict between,

her dialect and thelrammatical norms, of standard written.-English.

Some instances, these encoding problems are compounded by her untamiliar-

.

Ity with:print-code conventions.

-A verY7unSuaily, incident happen one morning while I was driving to
work.-1 made a'left turn off HUichinson Parkway-onto Tremont Ave- -After
atopPing,atthe reitlight a small yellow car was in front. The children -

was ordiSingthe,street on the green light. 'I stop my car quickly.

Driving on Tremont Avenue, I drove into the Car Washer. ;The small yellow_

car,Pulled in behind me-and.stopped to say I had hit . Being
,upsetted over accessing_ .me of hitting hit car I-was attemped to call
the_police. TO my Uprise his car had a- dent in' the back where -the nose
Of My'cir-hit it. I atill was not convened that I.hit him. Cooling off
ac bit Irealized that maybe-this could have happen at the-light. -

DiScussing- my reactions-to-the tinciden its seem that I gotten all
work up' over a small matter. Eirai of all I was upsetted because I didn't
realized,-that I had hit this ear. The car was very small compared-to my
car. The, front bumper-of4ty car was higher than his back fender. .

T.:ahouldnAthavehad_aui-h a reaction as I did. After the driver had follow
me to_the car washed :::_should have been more understanding., No one would
follow you if somethings had not happen. I will. try to be more caution
-urben-Dsee small cars on the highways or streets in front of me.
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Ann Bayer

ABSTRACT

TeaChei.-S-4Tal kin§ to, Learn

The current literacy crisis reflects the need both for an examina-

tion of the language policies and views of language deveigpMent which

ungerlie literacy instruction, and for alternative models of language

development to be proposed as (partial) solutions, to literacy problems.

This descriptive study describes and illustrates such an alternative

model, one which emodes the notion that language develbpment occurs

through meaningful language use. The study also proposes a vehicle for
0 ,

/

implementing this model in the public schools, through the development

of a language policy.

The illustration evolves out of a five year StanforTinWose.

Teacher Corps-Project. Two years of completed research and in-service on

literacy-related issues provide the background for the study. The illus-

tration documents five teachers, in a small group setting, over a three.

week period using "talk" as a tool for learning as they set about the

task of developing a language policy. The investigator-was present as

participant=observer in the role of 'instructor'. Five discussion per-
.

iods were taped. Transcriptions of recorded samples were analyzed by

identifying utterances that reflect concept development (learning) and

increased use-of specialized ,Vocabulary (language growth). Detailed

observation notes supplement the recorded data:

Malysis of this material examined the extent to which the language

policy the teachers -are developing Parallels-the kinds of learning pro-

cesses and uses- of language engaged_by'the teachers themselves.

6
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The results of this study raises the issue of implicit English

langUage policies; documents one model of in-service education; and

-povides,informition abOut.the role of instructor as collaborator,

learning in a,smali group setting, and natural language development.

1 k

f.
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Anne Haig-Dyson

The Role of-Oral Language in Early Writing ?recesses

Although able users of oral language, most kindergarteners
.

,do not yet communicate in conventional written language upon school

entry. Their initial attempts to. communicate. writing are

accompanied by oral language (Britton, 1970;'Graves:1973, 1979;

Rosen & Rosen, 1973). King and Rentel_(1979,1p. 243) suggest that

clues to the learning -to- write process maybe found in the ways

children 'traverse the territory between talk-And writing.' This

. study explored the role of oral language in early writing processes

by intensive examination .of selected case study - subjects.

The popular belief-is that -writing develops from an oral

language base. Yet, a literature-review indicated that oral lan-

guage (talk) had never been systematically examined is an aspect of

the early writing process. How do children use talk in their early

attempts writing? Empirically-based answers.to this question

should contribute to the forming orboth a theoretical framework of
. -

writing development (King & Rentel, 1979) and effective teacher strat-

egies for fostering. writing growth.

To these-ends, participant observation methodology was used

to gather -data. over a three-month period in a self- contained, public

school, kindergarten. Although all twenty-two members of an intact

class were formal participants in the study, five were chosen as case

study subjects. These five reflected.the olassrooifs range of differ-
.

int types of childWriters.
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Six types of data were collected: audio recordings of the

children's talk it a clutroem writing centersiheirwritton prod-

ucts, Observational notes, daily log-entries, child and parent

interviews, and informal assessment tasks.

.Analysis of data yielded a categerizatioh.of oral language

functionsAuring composing, a,description'of' the components of pre -

conventional writing processes, and a narrative description of the

-writing style of each case study child. The data indicated-(a)

.qualitativedifferences between preconventional-And.cohventional

milting processes, (b). the-variability of these-earn (preconven-

...tienal). Writing processes, depending, on the indiVidual child's

writing purpose, and his/her working knowledge of written language,

(c) the influence Of the childlegeneral style of functioning on

early Approaches to-writing, and (d) the variable role of oral

language, again depending on the individual childtewriting purpose

and his/her-working_knowledge of written language.

.Based on'these:findings,'inferences were made regarding

the-processof,deVeloping control over written language. These

-inferences were.relateitO theoretical Work on .eery cieriting.
-...,.

The process'was portrayed as both governed.by-b;cW doVelopmental

principles and subject to the individual childsfetyle or 'functioning.

Initial writing was described as a formofdrawing. Language (talk)

may be used to:label such writing - -to inviit-ii-Witb:..meaning-.:but is

not the substance- of that Writing: These first meanings are- often

labels for peoplei objects, or events. EVentuaity, language permeates

or-
, AW
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the process, providing both meaning (representational finictign) and

the 11,11,111 (directive fairtion) for getting that meaning on paper.
.

The ultimate goal of Trhe
j investigation was to contribUte s,

A

developments.]. information on learning to write. Upon ifie

tion provided by this .end other studies, curricular decisions say

be based. The findi4s of this study autgested that teachlis (a)

ackna4dge- variability in .writing purposeind resulting prOcass

in both their evaluating .and their teaching. (b) careAillycbser*,

andls,participat,a, in young Children's. early writing. and (a) recog-...

nizethel!hf,sior of writing--an understanding of 'written language's
.

purposes and its fundameqal relationship with oral language.
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The development of preschoolers' discourse skills in a

dyadic context. .

The general intent of the study was to examine the .development of

preschoolers', i.e., 3-5.years old, use -of oral language to regulate

peer's behavior in a dyadic. problem solving context. The-research of

Piaget (1976) suggests that.young children learn best from other

children. He noted that in peer interaction contexts, preschoolers'

typically egocentric_problem solving strategies'are challenged by peers.

This confliCt helps children, to decenter their-problem solving strategies.

That is, they are able to -see problems from many points of view, e.g.,
. -

realizing that a problem may be caused by a number of different factors.

Other researchers-(e.g., Murray, 1972)_ have found that preschoolers

working in dyads-are.ableto solve problems that children working alone

could not solve.

The notion that children use language to regulate peerbehaVior

is documented by Dore (1978) and,ErvinTTripp (1972). Dore has described

the speech acts preschoolers use to "get things done" With language,

e:g., directives, regulatives, assertives. His and Ervin-Tripp's (1972)

.systems of speech acts were used in this study. to examine,the develop-
.

.ment'cif preschoolers'-ability to regulate peer behavior with language.

Second; the develOpment of preschoolers' ability to use these,itpeech

Acts to initiate and sustain oral discourse-to direCt.peer behavior will

be examined. These data should provide insight into the feasibility of

Using peer- teaching_strategies with preschoolers, and more generally,

into:the.egocentric/sociocentric nature of preschoolers' langUage.

Thirty-siX preschoolers:(22 girls and 14 boys) ranging in age-from

38 months to 69 months were-randomly chosen from a universitYpreschool.

From this sample children were geouped_according to age: 3,year olds

(38 -47 months, x = 42.1), 4 year olds (48-59 monthi, x = 53.64), 5 year

olds (66-e9 months, x = 63A6)-.'

Same-age dyads were taken to-an:experimental play room and seated

atthe'same tabl.."They.were giVen two age-ippropriate jig -saw. puzzles

each-and told to-do both_puZzles._ Thd.experimenter sat at an. adjacent

O
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table tranicribiligichildren's utterances. Each session, which lasted

'15 minutes, was-videotaped.

All childr'en's oral language was transcribed from-the videotapes.

Experimenter's transcripts Supplemented the tapes when the latter-source

was incomprehensible. Transcripts were coded according to a speech \

act model developed by Dore (-1974 and Ervin-Tripp (1972).

. The major categories and subcategories follow. Agreement on the

coding between two observers ranged from 58% to 92% (x = 78%) for major

categoties.

for choicet, products, processes, actions, permission,
.suggestivei.

yes/no,Troducts, processeS, compliances.
ideptificaii06, descriptions, internal reports,
evaluations, attributions, ruleS.
attentionietters,,Speaker.selecting, rhetorical
questions', clarificationquestions,:boundary markerA,
pOliteness Markers..
extlamatimis,,accompainments, repetition.
desites, imperatives, embedded-imperatives, perMission
directiveS, directive-questions, hints at directives.

, 4, 5 year-olds) x sex (2) x puzzle '(2: puzzles)

Requests :

,Responses :

Assertives :

.Regulatives:

Expressives:
Directives :

An age (3: 3

unbalanced ANOVA, using the general linear model, was calculated for

each major speech act category. Newman-Keuls analyses, preset at .05,

were used for post hoc analyses. Pearson product moment correlatioh

cOeffitients were calculated between specificrequestiresponse pairs

.at each age level. No significant main effects or interactions'Were

observed for assertives, regulativeA or expressives. Significant main

.effetts for age were obServed On. directives, F (2013) = 6.76, 114.01;

5 year oldsgenerated more thin both 3 and 4 year olds; rules and

explanations, a subcategory of assertives, F (2,133) 4.79, p. 4.009;

5' -s' used more rules and explanations than 3's; responses, F (2,133)

6.56, 2<;.002, 5's.resOonded to more_requests than both 3's and 4's.

There was a significant main effect for 'sex on requests, F (1,133)

7.85, IL <.005, boys posed more than girls.

Correlations between.choice, product, and process requests and

response for each age level were calculated. Only for 5 year olds were'.

the correlations statistically significant: choice, r(62) = .40,
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2:-.4.00li-product4-r(62)-=:4954-2.00li process-,-r(62) =

'Analyses indicate that preschoolers, despite age, are capable of

initiating discourse; their use of conveIsational relmlatives and ex-

pressives did not vary with age. However, only the oldest group was

able to use the more complex speech acts, i.e., rules andeXplanations,

responding appropriately to requests, and directives to regulate peer

behavior; The data on sustaining discourse are corroborated by the

request/response correlations; the,only group that consistently responded

to requests appropriately watthe 5 year olds. These data-indicate that
.

preschoolers,-despite age,-are_capable of using social language to,

initiate discourse USing.requetts, expressives, regulatives. .However,

only-the oldest group:pOssetsed the pragMatic skills necessary to sustain

discourse and use language td:iiirect peerbehavior, using rules,-directives,

and-resSionding,to queitioni. These data indicate that young preschoolers

May ,not possess the Oragmati-c'tlillt to engage in dyadic learning

_situations. They may not recognize the miles of dtscb-mrse stating that-

speakers are obligated to respond to-requests appropriately and that

-stating rulei-and directives _guides peers' behavior. Thit study suggests

that preschoolers are sociocentric to the extent that they are willing

_and_soMewhat-ableto initiate an. siiitain discourse.- They do, however,

tontinue to refine their-discoursesskills through out the preschool period. .
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A. desdrtption of Dores-system follows (6).

Speech_ACts

,Requestives solicit'information or Actions.

I. Choice Quetions seek either-7 or Aidgments relative to

.propositions: "Is this an_apple?% "Is it red or green?";

,Right?. ". '

2. PrOduct Questions. seek
informatiOn relative to most "WH"

interrogative pronouns:, "Where's John?"; "What Happened?"

-"Who?";, "When?" .

3.. Process Questions
seek'extended-descriptions or explanations:

"Why did hego?11"How happen?"; "What about-him?"

Action Requests seek the performantecif an action by hearer:

"Give me it"; INA the toy. down!"

.
Permission Requests

seek-permission.to perform an action: "May

'.6. Suggestions
recommend the performance of an

action by hearer or

speaker both: 1:Lets's do it!"; "Why,
don't you do it ?"; "You should

do it".

Assertives report facts, state rules, convey attitudes, etc.

1: Identifications label Objects- events, people, etc.: "That's

a.car."; "I'M Robin."; "We haVe a boat."

Descriptions predicate events, properties, locations, etc.

of objects of_people: "The car is-red."-; "It fell on the'

floor."; "We did it."

3. Internal keports express emotions, -ensations intents and

other mental 'events; "I like it!"t°"It hurts. "; "I'll do it. ";

know."

4. Evaluations express personal judggents ur-attitudes:---!Thatls_good."

5. Attributions..report.beliefs about another's internal state:-

"He does not know the answer."; "He.wants to." "He can't do it."

Rules

m
state procedures, definitIons, "Social rules, "--etc.:

:"It-goes:in-here.-9;-%e_don't
fight in school."; "That happens

later."
, - ,

:. ....

-. _

7; Explanations state reasons, causes, justifications, and predictions:

"I did, it because.it's
fun."; "It won't_ stay up there."
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Responsives 'supply solicited'
informatiun or acknOwledge remarks.

/-.

T. Choice Answers provide .solicited judgments_ of propositions:

2: Product Answers provide Wh7information: "John'slieFE. ;
_ _

"It fell."

. Process :answers provide solicited explanatioils, etc.: "I

wanted to."

4. ComRliancns.express acceptance, denial, or'acknowledgment of

requests: "Okay."; "Yet".; "I'll do it."

Regulativet control personal contact and conversational floW.

Attention-Getters solicit attention: "Hey!" -"John!"; "Look."

2. Speakerselections label speaker of next turn: "John"; "You".

3. Rhetorical Questions seek
acknowledgment to continue: "know what?"

4. Clarification Questions seek clarification of prior remark:

."What?"

5. Boundary Markers indicateopenings, closings and shifts in

the. conversation: "Hi!" "Bye!"; "Okay";.
"Alright"; "By the

way."

6. Politeness 'Markers indicate ostensible politeness: "Please";

"Thank you".

Expressives
non.:propositionallY convey attitudes or repeat others.'

1. Exclamations express surprise, delight or other Attitudes:

"Oh!"; "Wow".

2.- Accompaniments
maintain contact by supplying information

redundant with respect to.some contextual feature: "Here

you are"; "There you go ".

3. Repetitions repeat prior utterances-.

Ervin-Tripp's (7) directive categories include:

Directives

r,

1.. =Personal desires e.g., I need that.

2. Imperatives, e.g., Get that.

3.
EMbedded,imperatives, e.g., Would you get that?



Table. I

.

lieani for-speech acts and directives by age.

.AgO

-Speech category
Age TI Age TiT Total

X ,x

Requests .2.222 3.789 _ 2.774 2.911,\

Assertives. 5,083 7.131 8.758 7.330

- '\

Responses 1.444 1.973 3.741 2.639 \

gegulatives. .527 .710 .806- .705

'Expressives 4.027 3.184 2.306 3.007

PireCtives .472 1.131 2.661 . 1.654
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Anne RuggleS-Gere .

Abstract

Writing to iearninthe &inanities

Purpose: This study investigates how writing fUnctions as a mode of

-learning:forhighschool students. Questions,addressed include theSe:

1) Whit is the relationihip-betWeemusing Writing as a learning tool-

and-learning.Writing as'a Skill in. its own/ right?

2) Whatkinds of writing tasks are most effective in enabling students to,

learn in content areas?

5) Do effective tasks vary across ability groupings of students?

"Theory: This study, part of a large project funded by NEH, builds upon

the- growing body of theory which posits a relationship between writing

and learning. 'Odell (1973), Martin et al. (1976), Emig (1977), Britton.

(1977),:Graves (1978), Freisinger (1980 and Wotring,(1980) are repre-
,

sentatiVenf t4 theorists and-researchers Vila have affirmed that .

. writing aids learning. The:ConclUsion. of Wotrinls .(1980 study is

.0aricularly important tothis work because Wotring found that only four

of-26 studentS-Were abletd write to learn about chemistry.- liobtring

suggests that tiii-Mijority of students in her study did not conceptualize

writing,asa way of thinking; they saw writing as a final offering of

s

ideai to a-reader rather than a means- of figuring out for themselves.

Building upon Wotting'S Work, this-study -tests three hypotheses: that

students -need direct instruction irrwriiing-to-learn because Cultural

""k1'14.4.,
0 1 -32,
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views -of writing prohibit them from using writing for their own purposes;

thatSoMe forms of writing-to-learn will-be more effective than others;

and-that students' ability levels contribute to the relationship between

:Writing,andldarning.

Procedure: Twenty two teachers of high school literatUre and social

studies participated in the five -week 1981 summer program in which they

investigated various: procedures for writing to learn.. These procedures

include:,course-journals, reading logs, loop writing, metaphoric writing,

;direct writing, predis writing, nutshelling ideas, treelbs ideas, focused

'free writing, staging scenarios, playing out analogies, and dialogue

-writing.

The twenty two teachers developed units Of study-which incorporated

theSe writing procedures into existing courses in literature and, social

studies. The goal in every course is to use writing as a -way of learning

. .

the content more effectively. COurses include American literature,

humanities, introduction to literature, world civilization, frontier

America, U.S. history, Washington state history, and.Pacific rim cultures.

These units are being piloted during the fall term. Monitoring of

student performance in these units includes: measures of student attitudes

toward writing, cross-class comparisons of content learned, task analysis

a-writing7procedures-used-and-results-achieved, and comparison_of_the

writing and learning of students in regular classes with that of students

in.special education classes. Findings available in November will pro-
--

vide preliminary answers to the three questions posed by this study.

Implications: This project is based entirely in the classroom. Teachers
,- ,

-;-

:employ writing procedures they have adapted TO their own purposes and
.

.
_
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they monitor-much of the learning which results from these procedures.

the most important aspect of thiS work. is that it suggests Ways of

incorporating writing-o-leatn into existing classes, points to

strategies which will be most effective in helping students write to

learn-and.exploies how less able-students can-write to learn.

39-
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Sample waits d-veloped to facilitate learning through writing

wednesday. September 16

Writing groups will meet for entire period.

Activity:

Share letters based on response to Jonathan Edwards.

Students should remember to stick to assignment and not be critical

of another student's poiht of view concerning Eduardo as reflected

in the students letter.

Make, comments and suggestions for revision.

Final draft -Will be due Friday, September 16 at beginning of period

(HOP). k

Assigruaent:
Read William Bird, pp. 443-446; William Bradford, pp. 428-430.

Thursday. September 17
3

Focused free write: Bird and Bradfond chese.n journal format as the vehicle

IV which they
would.record-their respoasen to early colonial life. Choose

either' Bird or Bradford. That aspects of colonial life And/or thinking

emerge_in-the work of this writer that do not show in. what we have road

ofJonathamrdwardi?

Aftet 10-15 minutes, students will summarize entries with a word, phrase,

or sentence.

Share these "capsules,"
differentiating between bird and Bradford.

.."zt

Discuss notion of love-death aa.i,t-is evinced by BradiforiSic journal..

Ditques differences between Bradfordis responses anti. what We find in

Bird.

How might we account for differences ?.

Were-these men net concerned with orthodox religion?
. .

'From our reading of the ,journal:! of Bird and Bradford, what may we conclude

about -how Journal is written?

Present journal writing.

SS`
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2i, The Native, American 'Frontier

Time: 12-15 days'

Ob ectives:
The student should:
i. -Understand .hoW-NativiVAtneriCan 'Cultures

:speCifie enviiOnineatal;,conditions.
-Be aware 'of,..NatiVe American ContiibUtions to tbe development of America.

Understand" how ,chinging conditions in the East motivated; non-Indians
.
tri. explore and Claim:. land in.. the West.

4. '''FriffiiliariXe 'theiriselVet,with 'the:general -heritage. of the _AMeriCan Indian.

ahle,:to recegnize,,define and explain the f011oWing related' concepts:

,(0 .Aggreskion-, :ReserVatien, -(c), Multi-CultUre, :(d) Acculturation,
(f), Genocide, (g) Artifacts,. '(11) Tangible and-

2.
3.

responded -differently to

,Intangible -Objects, (i.)Stereotype, (j) 'Pantheism.
6. .Be aware that 'many Americand have not shared' -in. Our recent prosperity.:

Learning Resources.

Text: 'American'. Frontier:
Chapter 2 and pp.. 234-240.

- Monahan, eta1., American Literature-
The West,

RefleiciVe. Writing Exercise:
'Text:,,pp. 234-240 and the
.Film; Indians, OSU #9480.-

.

iEnd :of _the
:BE '#2175,'

Jlitierican fteritake IliStorical Atlas,
'Cole,. Atlas Of- American. History,
,eriOyert-Ceppertf outline. map -of .the-
stinited7'.Stated, tated .

'0
- ,

4,14.

Learning Activities'

lecture-discuSsien concerning background
factual materiaLpreSented in the text.
Objective test..over this ssignment :at
,about day 10.

Using a Navajo, prayer as a generating,
,trarhe, students will translate this prayer
to present daY language, -cid modeling.

techniques.

Topics Chivington Massacre, studentS, -read
selection- in 'the text and View the

.Then each student will -he' asked to writ'e
a dialogu,. taking .hotli, sided, ,from the
Point of view of the: Indian and also that;
:ef; the Arfujr.

Letter .writing assignMent:: The 4tticient
assumes' 06 role of air Indian ,pFoteS tint the -t
-breaking' of Several treaties and writes,.te-
-the government about -this.

4

Study 'group -critique of this two - part;
Recorders tell rest of. the cies-fr. of
grOupla' corisensus

Hap assign: 'Students locate
areas of the 'major tribes in

tiest., A. test on.
will be given toward the end

the tribal.
the TOO=
this ass igrimen-r
of the

7'



Student;

*ieeilvea

' The student:

.

-19iriter's

ability to.

. persuade.

Goals/
,Wectives

.Understand-
,

concept .of.

.0iluei as

applicable
-to the

individual

is able to
recognize_and
respond to,

different
values pre-
sented-in
literature.

is able' to

`Purpose of

Activity.

.Artloulate,
own values.
Examine own.

.Understand
',way of- turn-. "karma Repair

ing into Kit: Items 1-4"

.selqclarify (481)

owrulobsta-

-
I,iterature
(reading)

Monday:-

Writing Group Activity

;Analyze
''literature'

tO.determine_
individual
alues being
expressed.

.Clarify res-
.

sponse to
dethonstrate-

%-) values.,
comprehension
Of/ipplica-

- .tiOn_ of the
..'concept of

,code -bY

writing a
:personal
code of
behavior:

is Viable to

.work in small
groups, an -a.

swering
.prehension

questions
bout the
literature:

a,

.ClarifY/.
examine own
values.

.Based upon
given point
of view,
write
,expression

presenting
that point
of view,

responding
with dis:
agreement
to another
Piece of
literature.

. .

AutobiOpOem

Journal -.
focused freewrite.

Journal.gocused.
freewrite.

Discussion of poem.

-

Teacher Activit.

Distribute auto
Poemfermat..

Oral Reading.

.Understand Tuesday:

individual
clarification
Of personal
code.
.Compare with
own.

. Compare,
responses w/

others.
.Articulate
own code.

"Young Turi.tan's'

Code" (434)
Reading log -
points of indi-
vidual agreement.

Journal - develop
code (limit to 10).

Discussion.

.0ral'Reading.

.Understand
-persuasiye

language.

.Compare
responses.

. Identify
points
learned in
comparison.

Wednesday:

"PatriOk Henry,
Speech to the

Virginia
Convention"
(120)

Reading log -

reflexive.

Large class discus-
sion questions.

Assign Patrick It'.

Speech to Debate
Speech Student. .

(Speech student

Demonstrate Thursday:

valuing
Henry's abil-
ity to per-
suade & dev-
elorown
response re-
preSenting

i!)100Egilt

Direct write/
Fast write
(Individually)

Introduce Direct
Writing Topic.

4
9



Data P Ian for 1.4ask ; Cont imisd -r

Day 3-

Patrick llenrY, Speech to the Virginia Convention
(25 iritroduc'e student orally presenting speech.
*iris. );Student introduces: and reads. ,"

-,;CiaSs _Discussion' Questions:

1.

_ .

'Same members ot..the Virginia Convention were in favor of-
arMitig themselves against England; others were not. What
does Patrick Henry say that: should change he minds of

(15 thoie not in fav'Or?' Pick -out those statements of his-
that you'feel, are-Most effectve.

2. Do- you think -Henry is appealin& to the -hearts or to the
minds of his listenera?..cit specific. lines or examples
of his appealing.,

3. What are the 'cliches/phrases of the time that Henry' uses?.

Reading Log:

Reflexive entry:
List new learnings or things you learned from the reading
and__discussing of the speech.

;Dr list points /areas you had trouble with. -In either case,' explore what you think Henry's thoughts might
hive to do with today. (If Henry were alive today, what might
he be doing - what causes might he be -suppor t ing? )

-Day 4

Direct Writing, extended writing asSignment:
(1,5 Introduce/hand out, topic:

Net all members of the Virginia Convention were prepared to:take
arms against-England-. (As a latter of fact, the revolution was
supported by less than a third- of the Colonists). Patrick Henry's
speech was intended- to change their minds. PresuMably it- did.
But suppote you had been there. And suppose that after listening _

tO 'Patrick Henry's rousing speech, you did not change, your mind.
.Now would kou have answered Patrick Henry? Write- a speech in
-which you present your side. Try to finish your speech with
Meliorable latt line:
Introduce Schedule:

Ft

Day 4: Past write (45 minutes)
Day 5: "Revised- write
'Day 6: Writing groups
Day 7: Turn in forinal drafts and all previous work.

Evaluating Criteria:
- Speech tone vs. essay tone
In the- tone- of Henry 1-s Contemporary language.
Catches audience (Henry and Virginia Convention members)

. and keepS entitadt with audience.
411-Side is, Pre.. sit eif. with, answer Hetirv.:
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Diane E. Word,
.

INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECT ON READING DEVELOPMENT

Effective instruction has been the concern of reading educators for

decades. The,-purpose-of the first grade studies (Bond & Dykstra, 1967)

was to find the most effective approach to teach reading. .While this
-S

purpose was not met, and has not been met in subsequent studies, reading

researchers are still fascinated with the topic. Because of inConclusiVe

'eVidenCein studies. seeking_ to prove the overall effectiveness of one 0

approach-over another-, many haVe.been lead- to suggest that the teacher

is the important variable, not the methods.used (Carroll and Chall, 1975;

Bond and Dykstra, 1967; Ramsey, 1962; Brophy and Good, 1974). Consequently,

-recent research has attempted to explore factors related to the teacher's

belief system and the environment developed for the teachg of reading

(Steinruck, 1975; Harste and Burke, 1976; Belli, Blom & Reiser, 1977;

Bawden, Buike and Duffy,. 1979; Mitchell, 1978, 1980; DeFord, 1978; and

Hoffman & Baker, 1980).

The-paper-to,Oe presented has at its basis the assumptiOn that

effectiveness in reading must be defined through the strategies. readers

use, not just pre and post test gaini, and that these strategies are

instructionally influenced as well as qualitatively different. Three

first grade classrooms were studied for a period of seven months. The

teachers were selected on the basis of excellence in teaching (recommended

by administrators familiar with their teaching) and represented.a phonics,

skills and whole language orientation to the teaching of reading. Ahese

orientations were'confirmed through use of the Theoretical Orientation

to'Readiflg Profile (TORP, DeFord 1978) and through interviews and obser-,

48
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vations. 'The-teachers rank- ordered their classes as to reading ability:

ftemthisliSt,N nine students;(Lhreey high, three Middle and three low)

-i4ete choSen for further.StUdyjN=21),. The children read four times

during the year. 1SepteMber, November, February and March) on instructional

and4redictable-materials. The readings were taped and'subjected to ,

analysis utilizing the. Reading Miscue Inventory (Goodman and Burke, 1972).

Each classroom exhibitedcleitcut patterns of strategy usage indicated

through-miicue analysis. The phonics room depended mainly .on decoding

strategies. ThiS dependence Could be seen in.several ways:

1)% A:low petcentage of omissions

2) High graphic and sound similarity in substitutions

3) Regressions, or repetitions, on the word level, with multiple attempts

at sounding out single words _

4) A high percentage of the substitutions were non-words

Readers instructed by a skills approach exhibited a high percentage

of omissions. Their substitutions were real words that also exhibited

high graphic similarity to the text. Further analysis of these substitu-

tions indicated that a high percentage of them came from the word lists

the teacher had introduced in previous lessions, highlighting the depen-.

dence on word recognition strategies.

The readers within the whole language class tended to manipulate

the text as if they were editing -the message; meaning was highly similar

and acceptable, but miscues were lower in graphic similarity when compared

to'the authors' texts. They used a greater variety of strategies, and

insisted that-what they read should Make sense and should sound like

the lariguage they heard daily. :

6
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:An analysis of student comprehension suggested that-all children

had= better comprehension on ,predictable stories . It, would appear that

controlled vocabulary 'texts offer little for students' to comprehend. The

whole language program generated better retelling .scores and the children

used more story. conventions in their retellings. The,Consistent presenta-

- tiori .of well formed stories acted.as an aid to comprehension and a model

for future language experiences.

These. -data would tate. that -children s strategy usage is nstrup.

tionally influenced, with certain patterns arising from the strategies

the teacher supported. It was also suggested that the quality of 'the

. .

language interaction and the variety, of written materials was important
i'l

.,_ . 1,1

to expanded competence. The contrived models for reading that were .. l'

provided did not offer the children the complexity of information they

needed to understand what they read. Part of effective teaching, then,

is to allow children. to use the wealth of information they have available

to them, and not utilize, instructional techniques and 'materials that

will. interfere with their use of the -process.
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LeeGaida

Abstract
DeVel orimene of the

Comprehenti on- Of =Metaphor

3he-purpose. :of this study Was:, to -detentitie the extent to which

chiidren; can ,corriprehen&a verbal metaphor ,embedded- in a story; the ex-

tent, to which they can explain: a 'Verbal- metaphor 'embedded. within -a story;

,and; how -comprehension of end the ability to explain metaphor- vary with

age.

A sample of 36 (18 males and 18"females) was drawn from private-
.

and public schools in New York and New Jersey. Children were grouped

according to age: nine ranged froM ages 52-63 monttit (745); ten from

85 -103 months (3.6!93); eight 'from 128 -160 months (16.147); and nine from

179-196 months (R.186).

Three stories were constructed in which the 113.t, or target, sen-

tence was contextually, rather than sententially, anomalous; that.is,

the sentence was literally comprehensible when standing alone but meta-

phoric within the context of the story. FiVe pictures were drawn to

accompanyekn story, two relating .to the literal meaning of the target

sentence, two to the metaphoric meaning of the target-sentence, and one

with no apparent cohnection to the, story at all. The language of the

stories was controlled for_ syritactic and lexical difficulty. All situa-
tions presented in the stories were judged by the reiearchers to, be

within the realm of the participants' experience. Questions were con-
r

strutted which asked about the meaning of the story.. Each question

could be answered through picture manipulation and all participants were

. 47.
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also asked to explain 'heir answers.,

The data collection sessions were audiotaped and were transcribed

by the researchers at the completion of that process. Notes were also

taken,during the= data collection *by the-researchers.

prototols were'examined for: evidence of literal comprehension

through picture manipulation; evidence of metaphoric comprehension

through picture manipulation; evidence of metaphoric comprehension

.

throu*Arbal explanation. These=results were then examined with refer6
oz,

ence,,to e stated objectives.'

Sufgeneral modes of comprehension, similar to those observed.by

Piaget .607), were observed in this study. The modes ranged from

"difficulty with literal compreheniion to an immediate understanding and

verbal explanation of the metaphoric relation presented in each story.

The modes.of comprehension'were developmentally linked in that depth of

;understanding increased with age. Ability to explain metaphoric struc-,

tures also increased with'age.

The examination of the protocols indicated that the comprehension

of metaphor seems to be a developmental phenomenon. Comprehension in-

creased with age, beginning with little or no comprehension in the x(=55 age

group-and developing progressively until immediate and full comprehension

appeared in theY186agegroup.It was clear that metaphor is.understood

before it can be explair d. Children were able to construct the meta-
.,

phoric 'pairs and even label the metaphoric relations before they were

able to verbalize the metaphoric implications of the,. target sentence.

A full discussion of metaphoric relations appeared only with the acquiii-

tio6Ifthe language appropriate :.to this kind of discussion.
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'Story, I

;. ,

ThesupWent down. 't`tirsi,tiesaan,lto shtne.. The sky darkened and the

stars -became _brighter. =Soon, it was 'nfght. The,diamonis shone on the

r= black; velvet.

diamonds, sky; velvet, cat.

Story

.,Joe built:_a:-SnOW fort :in, the,:backyard. Nancy built a fort in-the back-
, . . . . .

,.

_y,4rd'-alsO. 'Roth of ,them..made- a big,_pi:Te of snowbaps. -Finally they
,; ..

,were_ready to- begin: Ttie-butTets-flew in both directioni:,
-... .,

. . .

..\ o

.. ;Pictu.rei: snowballs'r bullets, snowfight, battle, horse.
.

'1*

Story. III
.

° yacation was. fun. .Every day Lynn vain "to the beach. She and her family

made, sand castles. Soon, it was time to drive back to the city. The

Curtain came down on, the play.

.

Pictire-s: car returning to city, curtain down, beach, play, flower.
_ _
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Frequency of Responses by Age by Stage

Stage Stage 2 'Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 .Stage. 6 Total

'-

Age,-I" 13

()(=55)

4 II 0 -22

0H3Y

Ate III
(.10)

,Age 'IV

(xFuis

c

0 0.

3

1 0 0 16. 22

0 2 14 9

1 0

Means and Standard Deviations

of Stages by Story and Age

26

30

. 26

Story 1 Story 2 Story 3

Age . S.D. S.D. S.D.

O

1=55 1.625 .744 2:125 -.640 1.875 .646

X=93 2.400 .699 2.700 1.059 2.200 .632

1I 147 5.33 .516 5.166 .408` 4.666 1.366

1=186 4.75 1.28 5.375 .517 5.375 .517
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One-May. ANOVA Surn.maries for Age

Story`. .df . SS MS

3.4 72.110. 24.037 31.885 .001

3.4 65.192/,' 21.731 38:796 -.001

3:4 73.817 :24.606 38.961 .001

.Mu)tiple Comparisons (SNK).
Grouped at .05 Level

1
='1.556-

X2 = 2.400

X 3 = 5.375 X4 = 4.889

X = 2.111

3
= 5.125

X = 1.875

3(2 = 2.700

X4 = 5.375

Xi = 2.200

X3 = 4.667 X4 = 5.222
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A

-42EVIEW OF R=ARCH.OU THE RELATIONSHIPRETWEEN READING AND WRITING:.

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

ABSTRACT

Inatmuch as reading, writing, listening, anc3,speaking are all lan-
.

\
.

guage processes, onetan assume an interrelatiOnaii

.
8,

the exact nature of these relationships is'unclear,
.:,

.

among them. HoWever,-,

Well as the role-of

developmental and pedagogical factors in.these interrela ionships. A large

tocbrottetearch has been devoted to conceptualiZingthe r ding process

end.tO exploring the_developmentof reading skillsomuch of from-the

peispective Of the relationship of _beginning reading to oral

2

guage deve

ti

lopMeirL Unfortunately, mostreading research has been conducted with little

inqui into the prole of writing activity i:s'a dependent or,indepen ent'

*

'variable. In ratallel fashion, much research in composition teaching

tended to focus upon methodological and
motivational issues from the pe

spectivef the relationship of writing to oral language. Again, most

imitineresearch has been conducted witheUt regard for reading ability as
-

a depe4ent or independent variable.'' As a result, we know little about

.:the relationship betn:Jen
reading and writing "or whether each may enhance
.r t

the other's development, -possibly in different, ways at different develop-
.

mental stages.

-This paper offers in'emparically derived_fraiework for categorizing

existing research-on reading /writing relationships, together with-a review
,., ,...,

<,.

,..
and synthesis:of.the findinge-fioi the few correlational and'experimental

<
, .

, - ,
0 .

summarygtddiet"Tih-thisarea,- The paper concludes with a summary of what we know
. .

-.,-<1 r

,_' .

about, the relationship between ,reading.and writing and with suggestions
< ..

.

.

for future theoretical and inttructionai research in this area.
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,

rOiee.of studies on the relationships between reading and writing

suggests that the. research may be categorized in the f011owing manner.

-Studies, measures of reading. with measures of writing.
..

,v- 4.7 --

,$tudieS-examinihg\the influence of writing on reading. In thia_cater.__________
-.....,., 2. _ __ ___ _ _____

__.

.. ,
to types of studies can be fgory ound: those

#ng, with effects on reading; those attempting to improve reading through

tioiikte .of 'Writing.-
..

attempting to improve wri!-

. ,,'Studies examining the influenee of reading on,writing. ThiS category

4

,,- , ',, , .

.
.

. .

can.alsobe Subdivided into two typesrthose attempting to improve readingc

with effects on writing; those attempting to improve writing through the

usecof reading.

Conclusions..

.Several issues emerge from this review of the literature. First, one
,

is struck by the relative paucity of studies in this area, compared to the

--'vast-number of studies in either reading or writing research. Reasons for

the, lack of research on the interrelation of the two major components of

literacy must remain speculative; possibly they relate to differences among

researchers in their professional training and experience, in their curri-

cular emphasis, or in theoretical approaches. Whatever the reasons, our

knowledge baza in this area is minimal; yet the few studies that have been

done do tell use something and suggest directions for future research.

First, while the studies correlating measures of reading achievement

with measures of writing achievement almost all show high correlations

". between good readers and.good writers, none examined the traits of good

readers/poor writers or poor readers/good writers. An analysis of these

two groups of students in future experiments may shed more light on the

relationship between reading and writing.

-P:17
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Second, the experimental studies are almost unanimous in finding ef-

lects Of reading and writing upon each other; improvement in writing ability

11,r
ót writing practice can lead to improved reading comprehension; improvement-

7

in reading,. increased reading experiences, reading instruction,- or the

study of literature can lead to improved -writing skills. -However, some

studies did. not measure gains in both reading and writing, and none showed

how -gains,-in one may be systematically linked, to gains- in the Other.

.
Third, many studies examined only syntactic aspects-of writing ability

in relation to reading achievement. None. of the- studies
developed 'or used

specifid measures of lexical maturity or complexity in children's writing - 0

ti

in order to examine the relationship between writing vocabulary and reading

f.

achievements..
Specific measures to define -and assess lexical growth in writ-

ing are needed.

Fourth, all the studies reviewed in this paper examined relationships.;

between reading and writing. in native language speakers.
There is apparent-

ly no research at the upper elementary and secondary level examining the

writing of English-as-a-Second-Language
students and the relationship between

traits in their writing and their- reading scores in English. Studies of the

writing o0!SI, studenteof various
language grOups in relation to their

level of pi=Oficiency in EngliSh in both speech and-reading seems needed not

only from the practical point of view of error analysis but from a theore-

tical perspective as well. Research in this area might provide significant

data with which to assess the relative influence of reading and speech on

writing.
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,Stephen P. Witte.

TOWARD A MODELFOR WRITING COURSE EVALUATION

For.many'years, teachers of writing and composition.

epecial iistS have Sought, to ,dentify effective Ways'of teach-

ing_studeilts to write. Indeed, Braddock, Lloy&Zonesi- and

Schoek reported in 1963 that the vast majority of studies in

written composition-,up until,that time were pedagogicaloheS;

and according .,to Cooper and wales' "Introduction",to Researeh.t-

,OnCompoeingi the situatiOh had, not much changed in theTTE6a7='-

verlingtlecade, and,a,haif. In addition, both Researchin
'Written_dotpositIon-and Research on ,Composing; raise serious

questions about- the: -value of pedagogical research on writing

instruction; ,arid= researChers, have even_ called for -W14t

research
.i.mefasrsote baSW',gUeStionsfaCingAdoMpOsitiOnspedialiSts
haVe been answeredii gUestion'S bavinrta do. with both the:liro-

'ductions of 'written texts and the nature of the texts ihem,

selves. However, the need to, assess both what we teach in

,the composition classroom and howwe go about teaching it

persists;

At the_presenttite, this need ismore pronounced than

ever; In resporfse tothe so-called "literacy crisis" and'.

in-response to recent -research on written texts and text pro--

duction,ieducatore have developed new writing courses or mod-
,

ified existing ones. .These courses -embody new emphases,on-

curricular-components and often require new instructional

methods. Among the cutricular, components now receiving great-

er emphasis are a host of'process variables, including ptob-

lem-solVing strategies and heuristics, revision, and composing

itself. Frequently, these curricular components are placed

in the context of one or another. taxonomy of discourse types,

taxonomies which often themselves help shape the curricula

of writing courses.: New curricular emphases and new ways of

Viewing Composition curricula often lead to the use of new

instructional methods; and in recent years a substantial body

of literature has resulted. on such methods as peer tutoring,

collaboratLve learning, woricshopping, conferencing, and sen-

tence combining. .However, with the exception of the work of

Richard Larsonls ctpc Committee on Teaching and Its Evaluation

in Composition,-very little has been done to advance the art

of evaluating college-level composition courses, eitherthe

curricula- they teach or the instructional methods used to do

so.

The type of research which leads to evaluations of writ-

ing courses differs fundamentally from the kind of research

which is designed to investigate "basic" questions on discourse

production and on written products. In attempting to answer
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a.

"basic" research questions researdbers have the adventage
of contro1lingmanyof.the Variables 'which affect composing
or. written textn4'/well7designed Llasic4 research typi-
cally controls the variables involved so, that very specific
research questions-can be pOsed and answered. In Contrast,
evaluation research ..ieldbm has,the luxury of so controlling
the research situation., Rather;:. it takes the writing Course
in all -its complexity and attempts to determine whether the
'course is good or bad, adequate or inadequate. The present
Paper argues that a numbet of crucial elements must be'ex-
amihed-in -order to arrive at' an es imate, whether forma0ive
or summative, of the worth of a curse. These elements are
four in number: (1) the context in which the course is

) taught, (2) the content and focus'of the course and their
-A9spres9.on-through goals and objectives, (3) the instruction,

ard.ol (4) the performance of students as- a result of having,

go e through the course. These elements; the paper argues,
co stantly interact lath one, another. Various aspects of
th se various elements are delineated and examined, but spe-

Z ci 1. attention is paid to the effect of,context on the other.
th -ee elements.

These elements and the interactions_among them consti-

.
tu e a model for evaluating writing courses usefulness
pf this-model is explored in terms of .diffefant approaches
to ,evaluation, among them the "outcomes "' approach, the "sys-
tem analysis",approach, the "adversary" approach, the "case
study" approach, and the "goal-free".approach. The paper
shows that regardless of what approach one takes,to evaluating
writing courses, the four elements specified in the conceptdal

model must be accommodated.

Pr?
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Sarah' W. Freedman

Student Characteristics and Writing Performance

'Most researchers concerned with the eyaluation of student writing

have searched for those characteristics of essays that relate. to quality

ratings (i,g., Hiller, Marcotte, & Martin, 1969; Nold & Freedman; 1977;

Grobe,,1981) or that influence quality ratings (e.g., Harris, 1977;

.Freedman,1975). By defining -the type of written product that receives

a high score and the type that receives a low score, we learn what students

need to produce in order to achieve a high score. We learn about what to

teach. HoweVer, another important set of questions focuses on what stim-

ulates a writer to write a strong essay as opposed to a weak essay. Answers

to these questions may give us clues about how to teach. In the research

' I will report on, sought answers to the following questions: 1) Do

students' perceptions of the difficulty level of a topic relate to the

,scores they will receive? 2) Do students' perceptions of-the interest

level of a topic relate to the scores they will receive? 3) Do students

with certain attitudes receive better scores? 4) Do students With certain

attributes receive better scores?

To answer these questions I devited two questionnaires, one asking

students to-rate the interest and difficulty levels of a set of topics

and another asking them about their attitudes about writing and about some

Of theft attributes. Then I collected essays from the students and had

them rated holistically on a four-point scale. All information about the

writers was c:oncealed from the raters.
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The questionnaires were completed by 167 students, all enrolled in

required freshman level classes in four colleges ih the San Francisco Bay

Area. In all, eight classes participated, two from each school, each class

taught by a different teacher. The colleges ranged in type_from,highly-7-

select private schools.to_npen-admission public schools. On a later date,

after-I analyzed the students' judgments of the interest and difficulty

levels of twelve expositorytopics, six asking for an opinion on a current

Controversial issue and six asking for a comparison of two quotations, I .

eliminated the four topics (two of each type) about which the Students felt

most neutral. Then each student wrote an-essay on one of the remaining

eight topics.

After examining the interrelationships between the different student

attributes and attitudes, I examined how the most independent writer attitudes

and attributes related to the essay scores. With an analysis of variance,

I determined how the students' school, age, amount of pleasure derived from

writing, and amount of confidence in in-class writing performance, contributed

to the variance in holistic scores-. School proved to be-the strongest

predictor of_how a ,student's writing was judged-. The more selective the

admissions standards of the school, the higher the judgments of the students'

writing samples (I .001). But regardless of where the stab-fits-went--

to school, self-assessments of writing also were related to the judgments

of writing quality (p ( .05). If students claimed to perform better than

their peers, they did; if they claimed to do worse, they did. The amount

of,pleasure the students associated with writing did not account for ratings

of their writing, nor did age. A separate analysis revealed that the interest

ti

and difficulty of the topic did not affect the scores, even though

7.1
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one of the eight topics (an opinion topic) received-higher ratings than

the rest (Freedman, 19810:`

Although certain topics can stimulate' better writing than others, -one

cannot determine which topics will be better by examining how interesting

or how difficult the students find them. It is important to continue to

search for variables that contribute to the design of good topics. Wood-

worth & Keech (1980) found that in narrative writing audience conditions

made no differences in scores. We still have much to learn about the effects

of writing topics.

_ -
Interestingly, students' confidence in themselves as writers is the

only attitude variable-related to performance. In promoting better_per-

formance, teachers should pay more attention to students' confidence than

to how pleasurable their writing_ experiences are (not that they should

ignore this variable).

Overall, these college students saw writing as a difficult and interesting

task. But their interest level varied as a direct function of the teacher.
.

For the most part, the students come in to our classes with realistic, positive

attitudes, and as teachers, we must capitalize on those attitudes and work

to build the students' confidence. I suspect that I will build confidence

through helping them grow_as_writers and have good reason to become more

self-confident. Furthermore, we need to search for the variables that make

some topics stimulate better writing than others.
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HANbOUTS

INSTRUCTIONS
(Difficulty 2)

On the next three pages you will find the same 12 ..topics that
you just rated. This time I would like to know which ones you
find the most difficult and which you find least difficult.

1. Place a plus- ( +-) mark in the left margin beside -the four
topics you find most difficult.or hardest.

2. Place a minus (i.) mark in the left margin beside the four
topics' you find least difficult or patieiV

3. Circle the number of the tatopic that you find most
difficult. This must be one of the four topics you have
already marked with a + sign.

4. Circle the number of the one topic you find least difficult.
This must be one of the four topics you have already marked
with a sign.

If you have any questions about these directions, call your
teacher for help.



1. Name:

School

Instructor

Last First Middle

2. Birthdate:
- Month Day Year

3. Sex:

4. Year (circle one) : Fteshman Sophomore Junior Senior

.5. Circle the appropriate number for each of the following.

a) Do you find writing papers for school

pleasurable painful?.
1 2 3 . 4.

b) Do you find writing Tapers for school

difficult
,

easy?

1 2 3 4
.

When you write papers for school, how do you feel about
the topics you write on?

interested uninterested
1 3 4

d) then you write in-class papers or essay exams, how would
you rate your performance compared to your. classmates?

worse than most better than most
1 -2 3 4

6. If you took the 8AT or ACT before entering college, what was
your verbal aptitude score? Your SAT English
Composition score?

What are your-parents' occupations?

Father's

Mother's
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Glynda .Hull

Deborah Arnowitz
William Smith

v

Interrupting Visual Feedback in Writing

St,

-In recent-years it has become commonplace to talk about the "recursive"

nature of the composing prOcess. Several researchers (Pert, Sommers, Flower

and Hayes) have pointed,out that compbsing dOesn't occur in a simple linear

progression. Rather, movement forward, whether to continue text production

to

or to begin editing dr.planning, occurs in conjunction with movement back-

wards,' to'read what one has written and to reflect upon one's text.
r, sf i

If composing is a recursive activity, it seems reasonable to expect'

behavioral manifestations of that recursion, behaviors like rereading one's
,

text, pr pausing,perhaps to reflect upon what one has written. And in

4 P
. .-

fact; researderS have ofteri noted such activities, and have at times
*,

:
correlated their occurrence with good.writers. Pianko, for example, found

4 ,'
ti=

.
that:her traditional college, writers "re-scanned their texts three times

more often thaiiher remedial writers and concluded that the reflective

activity implied byz,such re-scanning is the parameter which separates good

and :poor. writers. There have been few attempts, however, to experimentally

test the role of writing behavfOrs like re-scanning.

7 order'tol.design such a test, we have found it helpful to place the

writing behavior of.re-tcanning and the notion of recursion in writing in

the context of a comprehensive learning theory--cybernetics or negative

,

feedback theory. Originally defined by Wiener as "control and communication

=in the.animal. and machine, "'-cybernetics has been applied to numerous fields

and disciplines, most popularly artificial intelligence. We are interested
API

7----n-a-basic concept of cybernetics, the feedback cycle whereby one performs
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an, action by continuously checking one's progress. It ivnegatiVe feed -

back--or communication of change or error--which allows one to avoid making

the same mistakes indefinitebt:

A feedback model of the writing process posits movement toward a

desired end product through a continual interchange of Writing and exam-

ining and evaluating what has been written against internal standards. Thus,

based on the general notion of recursiveness in writing_and.the-research on

feedback, it might be expected that situations which interrupt feedback loops

would interfere with composing. Consequently, the purpoSe of,this research

was to determine how interrupting one component of.t*feedback syste6L'

visual access to What one has written--affects the_writing.of experienced,

good writers and inexperienced, poorer writers.
, .

Eighteen subjects, 9 basic writers and6 graduate students, wrote -

essaysessays in response to two topics, both of which Were designed to elicit

persuasive writing. We allowed students 50 minutes for their responses to

the topics, with a one-week interval between tasks. The first essay was

written under "normal" conditions, ajd the second under the experimental

condition of not being able to see what was written --subjects wrote in

invisible ink. Thus, the first essay proyfded baseline data for comparison

with the second. .

r

We analyzed each essay using the standard global syntactic complexity
o

measures, words per T-unit and words per clause, and a fluency measure,
-;

total number of words,produced. We also analyzed the types, placement, and

frequency bf clauses, and-We developed a taxonomy for classifying sentence

level error. Last, we evaluated overall quality through holistic ratings.

burresults indicated.no significant differences between tasks for
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either,group.in Words per T-unit; in clause placement, type, and fre-
,

...,

quency; or in fluency." However, both groups wrote significantly fewer

words per clpuse:and made fewer sentence level errors per T-unit when

feedback was interrupted. In addition, those essays written in invisible

ink xeceived'significantlytlOwer quality ratings.

Thus, the essays produced under conditions of interrupted feedback

did not differ as markedly as might have been expected on the sentence

level: subjects experienced no apparent difficulty in producing well-
.

formed, relafively-error:free sertences when they could or could not see

what they had written. This sentence level constancy suggests that both

levels, of writers have internalized a written style--an habitual syntax

perhaps--which they can produce automatically in a timed writing situation.

The reduction in clause length was perhaps a result of memory incapacita-

tion. When denied recourse.to what they had written subjects reacted by

decreasing memory' load by putting fewer words or perhaps chunks of infor-

mation into the basic perceptual unit, the clause.

_The_reduced_clause length cannot, however, be used to account for the

lower holistic rating of the essays written in invisible ink. (As Faigley

has shown, words per T-unit and words per clause account only for 3 percent

of the total variance in holistic evaluations.) On the other hand, the fact

that sentence level error per T-unit decreased for both groups when feedback

was interrupted may suggest that during the second task subjects were attend-

more to micro-level concerns. If this is the case, then can explain the

lower holistic ratings of the essays written when feedback was interrupted

by suggesting that students lost control of their writing beyond the sentence

and-beyond the paragraph.

(.)
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Error Analysis for Subject Specify errors when necessary in the
space below.

A. SPELLING SUM

1. Capitals

Apostrophes.

3. Written together

4. Written apart

5. Morphemic

6. Words

7. Other

PUNCTUATION

8. Sentence boundary

9. ,Question mark

10. Semi-colon
.."

Colon

12. Dash

13. Quotation marks,. '

14. Commas-series

15.. .

14. Commas-initial

17. 'Commas-medial

10. Commas-final

19. Cprilifes-,other

C. OTHER

- ' 20. Verb-tense

21. Verb-inflection

22. Verb-agreement

23 PronounL:agreement

24. Pronoun-case

25. Voc-eoncatenation'"-

D. SYNTAX

26. Blurred patterds, etc.

27. Word order r

28. Omitted words

29. Added worase.,'

TOTAL

e,

0

0
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